
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.radcotcruiserclub.org.uk    News Letter No 88 March 2018 

Events on the horizon 

Crane In 31
st
 March 2018 

New members Night at Ye Olde Swan 7
th

 April 

 

Full SRCC Events Calendar 2018 

 

31 Mar  Crane In 

 7 April      New Members Evening Swan Radcot 

 26 -27 May      Festival get together Lechlade 

 23 June     Themed Evening  Ferryman Inn 

29June – 1
st
 July SRCC Tidal Rally               Limehouse 

 21 July     BBQ & Quiz night  Swan Radcot 

 25 - 27 Aug    ATYC Rally   Kingston 

 25-27 Aug    BBQ & Music TBC             Kings Lock 

 8 Sept     AGM              Ferryman Inn 

 13 Oct     End of Season Party  Lechlade 

 20 Oct     Crane Out   Grafton 

 

Visit us on Facebook 

Government Ministers reject takeover 

of Thames navigation 

 CRT recently submitted, to the 

government, their proposed terms for 

taking over responsibilities for Thames 

navigation.  

Ministers have considered the proposals 

and decided not to proceed with any 

transfer at the present time; however, they 

wish to keep the option open and return to 

it when they feel the time is right.  

A Statement from Barry Russell MBE Non 

Tidal Thames Harbourmaster / Waterways 

Manager Thames Area 

“We in the Environment Agency will 

continue to concentrate on ensuring we run 

our navigations as efficiently as possible, 

including looking at new ways to raise 

revenue and engaging with our boating 

customers over our charges review. We 

and CRT will continue to cooperate 

actively in the running of our respective 

navigations to ensure the best possible 

experience for all river and canal users”.  

A few thank you’s  

Our thanks to Carol Malpass 

for organising another great weekend in Eastbourne. 

See story later in this newletter 
******************************* 

Our thanks also to Dave Hansell for locating a new boat 

safety examiner for the club and for organising  and co-

ordinating the tests again this year. 

Apparently a few boats failed on gas leaks. It’s never nice to 

have your boat fail, but gas leaks are something we would 

all want to know about and put right. 

*************************** 

Thanks to Bob Timms for organising the antifoul and 

valeting for those who wanted it 

Radfest at Ye Olde Swan, 

over the weekend of 13-15 July. 
Trying to think about warmer weather so what 

better than to put this date into your diaries, 

13/14/15 July, Radfest 2018, with some seriously 

top acts like Hip Route, Blind Lemon Blues 

band, The Casual Ties, Serafine, It's 

Complicated, Erin Bardwell and the Skanxsters, 

The Jam Tarts, Ukey Dukes, Lorraine Haywood, 

Darren Midwinter, Drew Bryant to name just a 

few...  

Sent in by Martin Hiscock 



CRANE IN 

 Saturday 31
st
 March 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRANE 2. (below the slipway) If your boat is in this group please be on the field for 0800hrs. 

CRANE 1 (above the slipway) please be on the field by 1100hrs 

Important notes for crane in. 

This year, in keeping with our commitment to fairness, the plan is to put those boats on crane 2 in first. 

That is the boats downstream of the slipway. They will be lifted, more of less in the reverse order to which they 

came out. i.e. last boat out first boat in 

Remember:  take all your rubbish away and check the immediate area around your boat for debris. This saves 

someone else the job of walking the field at the end of a long day picking litter.   

DO NOT dump any wood, drums, plastic sheets etc anywhere on the field. There is sometimes rubbish near the 

entrance to the field which is nothing to do with us and should not be added to. 

Your chocking timbers and stands should be removed asap.  

Please respect the safety advice. 

 

DO NOT : 

Sit or work on your boat whilst the boats around it are being lifted. 

Walk in the lifting area without a hard hat. 

Walk under a boat in the air. 

Walk in the lifting area if you are just observing. 

 

Do: 

Keeps pets and children under control. 

Offer to help if you are able. 

Take notice if you are asked to move by one of the team. 

Park sensibly. 

Remember it is your responsibility to be with your boat and be ready for lifting in. If you or a representative are not 

with your boat it will be lifted in and secured to the bank wherever possible.  

A further note on crane in. 

This year crane in has fallen at Easter and the committee has had some questions as to why and “can it be moved” 

By way of an explanation. In the past we had some members wanting crane in before Easter and some members wanting it 

after Easter. The popular choice was before Easter which we tried to do, however when Easter fell early (as this year) people 

then complained that they had not had time to prepare their boats and could we postpone it. The situation became really 

difficult for planning purposes. 

A proposal was therefore put before the members at an AGM to link crane out and crane in to BST, as this always falls at the 

same time. The proposal was, crane out the weekend before the clocks go back and crane in the weekend after the clocks go 

forward, which meant taking pot luck as to when Easter fell. This proposal was unanimously carried by the membership. 

It is too late to change it for this year but it is up to the membership to put forward a proposal at the next AGM if they wish 

this arrangement changed for the future. 

Alan Hill 

Pre Crane in checks 

 
A few hints for first timers, and 

 reminders for those of us with old timers. 

 

Check your impeller is ok. 

Turn on sea cocks & clean strainers 

Make sure start batteries are charged. 

Make sure fuel taps are on. 

Mooring lines secured. 

River licence is displayed. 

 

Probably many more than I can’t think of 

 



Swan Radcot Winter Break Eastbourne 2018  

 

The winter break this year saw us back in Eastbourne at the Queens Hotel, 

ideally situated on the seafront opposite the pier. The weather was very kind, 

giving us wall to wall sunshine on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 

 

The pier had an old fashioned tea shop with tiered cake stands and huge tea 

pots, a good place to be at the end of an afternoon, as hundreds of starlings 

come in to roost under it,(the pier not the teapot) making amazing patterns in 

the sky, called a ‘murmuration’, for any of the TWITchers amongst the club. 

 

The members gathered every evening for a pre dinner drink in the lounge and 

then regathered for more drinks and dancing after dinner. Some members had far more energy, and were on the 

dance floor for several hours, three nights running! Others preferred the comfort of the lounge. A few of us were 

concerned about the depressed looking goldfish in a green tank, but I am sure 

the fish will be Ok as it was mentioned by many of us in the feedback 

questionnaire returned to the hotel. 

 

Members spent their days promenading along the seafronts of Eastbourne, 

Brighton, Hastings and Bexhill. The train and bus routes were put to good use 

so that pubs could be explored as well. Although the commodore and his good 

wife cycled everywhere!. Gandalf's owners found a very posh hotel where 

local MPs were gathering for Sunday lunch. We 

called in for coffee, got far too comfy and stayed for 

wine and nibbles. A few hours later we wandered around the corner to the Towner Art 

gallery which had a fantastic exhibition on the art forms of birds nests and their eggs.  

 

In Hastings a few rounds of golf were enjoyed (the crazy kind). And the cliff railway 

saved many people’s legs, with a rewarding view at the top.  

 

Saturday evening saw the traditional wander down to the 

waters edge for a paddle, but one member decided to take a 

running leap into the Black abyss in their pants, very brave as 

it was exceedingly cold in the sea. No one wanted to join him, 

can’t think why?  

 

Below I have popped in a few facts about Eastbourne.  

Fun facts about Eastbourne 

According to polls it is the happiest town in Britain despite having Beachy Head on its 

doorstep. (Top suicide spot). 

It is the sunniest seaside town according to the Met Office. 

The flower beds were dug up during the war in order to plant thousands of onions. 

It was the most bombed coastal town on the south coast, as the Germans dropped their 

leftover bombs on Eastbourne after flying back from raiding Birmingham and Coventry, 

using Beachy Head as a landmark. 

Hitler asked for The Grand Hotel to be saved as he wanted to stay in it when the war was over. 

The RAF used the Grand Hotel as a base during the war. 

28 girls from Eastbourne broke the record for the most people to get into a modern mini. 

 

Helen (Gandalf). 

 

A note from the Commodore: 

Another successful break at The Queens Hotel Eastbourne, with 82 of us staying for either 2 or 3 nights.  

I would like to thank Carol for her efforts in making sure that all rooms were booked efficiently and liaising with 

The Queens Hotel to ensure any issues or special requests were sorted. Carol was unable to make the trip this year as 

she became a grandmother with a darling granddaughter named Chloe. As it happened Chloe arrived early and 

perhaps Carol could have made it, but she would have missed lots of cuddles.  

The monster 

 from the deep 

Receiving 
some 

comfort 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keeping in touch 
Please remember to keep your contact details 
up to date. There is a new form on the website 
for this purpose. 

Web Site 

I have just about finished the revamp of the web site, radcotcruiserclub.org.uk 

 

I have tried to brighten it up a bit and make it more compact and easier to navigate. 

As a complete amateur I hope it looks ok. If you find any mistakes or if you have any suggestions as to 

what should be included please let me know. 

 

Hopefully, I will soon be adding some pictures to some pages. I have lots of past pictures on a backup drive 

which has decided to stop working so Geoff Dickinson is going to provide me with some.  

 

I was debating what to do with the bulletin board as it is now very rarely, used especially since the Face 

book page was set up. This debate was decided for me when somehow during the operation I completely 

lost it from the site. The bulletin board is provided and run by an outside source. I can’t find it anywhere in 

the files on the server that hosts our site and I haven’t got a clue why. However if enough people want it 

reinstated I will make the effort to do so, probably starting again from scratch. 

  

A quick rundown of the menus. 

 

Most of the menus are self explanatory. 

As there is nothing confidential in them you will no longer need to login in to read the news letters, they are 

in the library along with other news items and announcements. 

 

There is a new contact page with a new contact form and a form for anyone to apply for membership on 

line. 

 

Members Login 

 

Once logged in, the members area main page is quite basic with a choice of menus and the clubs bank 

account details for BACs payments. 

Under the appropriate menu you will find:  event booking forms, minutes of meetings, a form to notify us 

of a change of contact or boat details and the abbreviated membership list. 

 

Alan Hill 

Boat Safety Scheme 

A new four-year business plan by the Boat 

Safety Scheme (BSS) Management 

Committee includes the first price rise in 

certification charges for eight years. BSS 

Examiners will pay a new price of £36 

(excluding VAT) for each certification 

they issue to a boat, which is a £7 (ex 

VAT) rise that they will likely choose to 

pass on to customers. The new price will 

apply from 1st April 2018 and the 

committee intend to hold this for the four-

year period, which is designed to coincide 

with the four-year lifespan of BSS 

Certification 

 

Burgees 
We have a new stock of club burgees.  
Available from: 
Alan Hill “Sea Chimes” 
Trevor Matthews “Sandy Dee”  
 Michelle Larkin “Dianna III” 
They are sold at cost. £15 

News Letter 
Next news letter will be early June. 
If you would like to write an article, long or 
short or include anything please send it to me 
Alan Hill 



Crouch and Sea the Blackwater Part 2 
A story from “Harpagon” 

 
We were booked into Bradwell Marina for three weeks and due to work commitments, our boating would be done 

mainly at weekends (with the occasional Friday thrown in). 

We had defiantly made the right decision when we chose Bradwell as our base. The facilities were very good with 

fuel available, water and electric points on the pontoons and very clean shower / toilet blocks, free wi fi was also 

available. The marina had its own bar and restaurant and it was easy to establish the opening time as a flag would be 

hoisted high on the mast at the patio area. A few hundred metres from the Marina was a local pub which had live 

entertainment on a Friday evening. 

 

We had arrived at Bradwell marina on August 1st, a day earlier than planned due to the bad weather that was 

forecast for the latter part of the week. As predicted the weather deteriorated and force six winds stopped us from 

venturing outside the marina entrance for the next three days. It was inevitable that the weather would interrupt 

some of our boating activities but with our return to London not due until the beginning of September, we were 

hoping that these three days were only a minor glitch in our plans! 

With a car available to us, we decided to visit a few locations within the area and one of these was the town of 

Maldon. During our pre-trip research, we had learned that the water soon disappeared when the tide turned and at 

low water all that was left were puddles and a lot of soft mud. It was nice to see this first hand as we intended to 

visit Maldon via boat at some point during our stay in the Blackwater area.   

Tea rooms in Maldon were plentiful. I also spotted a few pubs!  I considered that it might be possible to have a spot 

of lunch when we arrived by boat!  

The high winds continued until Friday evening and it was a relief to see that the forecast for the weekend would see 

calmer conditions but the possibility of a few showers. I for one, would be glad to leave the marina as the wind 

whistling through the masts and rigging of the hundreds of sailing boats at Bradwell was driving me up the wall, let 

alone playing havoc with my tinnitus! 

The first week of our holiday was coming to an end but the opportunity to make a 

trip across to Brightlingsea was very welcome as we were able to meet with some 

friends who moor their boat at Ipswich. Needless to say, vast quantities of orange 

juice! were consumed that weekend. The tides on Sunday morning allowed us to 

journey up the River Colne to Colchester, a trip of just over 7nm from Brightlinsea. 

Again this is a river which dries at low tide but some moorings are available at 

Wivenhoe. Unfortunately, time was not on our side as we wanted to be back at the 

marina by about 15.00hrs so that the salt water could be washed from the boat and 

everything packed away ready for us to join the Sunday evening traffic home. 

Even when we are just pottering around on the Thames, Linda keeps the most amazing log sheets with waypoints 

distances and times all recorded but what is most interesting are the notes that she writes on the back of each sheet. I 

mentioned earlier that we were planning to have the occasional Friday at the boat and having just refreshed my 

memory as to the events of the following weekend, I notice that her notes start with "its bunk off Friday! 

 

Our aim while moored at Bradwell was to see as much of the area as possible and with a number of creeks, islands 

and rivers, we were to remain very busy. One of the frustrating things about boating in coastal areas is waiting for 

tides. Although Bradwell was 'All Tide' access there were occasions when it was prudent to wait a little longer 

before venturing out or retuning to the marina. Visiting some creeks and places like Malden were best done on a 

rising tide and although we would sometimes be a little early and touch the bottom, the tide would soon re-float us 

and away we went. On other occasions we would deliberately run the boat aground on a muddy bank and this gave 

us the opportunity to sit and watch the seals and other wild life, while dodging the seagulls 

who would swoop to try and steel our lunch.  

Anchored in the middle of the Blackwater and only a short distance from the marina is a 

ship called 'Ross Revenge'. Some of you oldies will know that this is the current ship 

associated with Radio Caroline. The original ship (Mia Amigo) sank in the Thames estuary 

in March 1980.  

 
 

 
 



Crouch and Sea the Blackwater Part 2 
A story from “Harpagon” 

 

Although Radio Caroline now transmits via the internet, some transmissions are made from the ship and plans for 

more, are scheduled for the future. 

 

The next few weeks were to see us visit most of the places that we had planned and one of these was Heybridge 

basin. This trip was to see us use a lock for the first time since leaving the Thames at the end of July. Time to use the 

dinghy and this was duly launched for a trip up the Chelmer and Blackwater navigation. The lock keeper at 

Heybridge informed us that we only needed a licence if we went beyond the first lock and as this was nearly an 

hours trip, we decided that a two hour round trip was sufficient as the two pubs adjacent to the basin needed quality 

control checks on their orange juice! 

The weekend of 26th August was to see us leave Bradwell and relocate to Fambridge Yacht Haven on the River 

Crouch. Before setting off we made a second trip to Brightlingsea to meet up with four friends (from our time on the 

River Ouse) but problems with their boat meant that they made the trip by road. We of course showed them around 

the town and introduced them to the delights of orange juice. 

The most favourable tide the next day saw us depart from Brightlinsea at 14.00hrs and head for the River Crouch. 

With care, a short cut can be taken when a reasonable tide height exists. This short cut takes you across the 'Ray 

Sands' and is marked by two buoys which are maintained by the Crouch Harbour Authority. As this was the August 

bank holiday weekend we were arriving at the Crouch on Sunday afternoon and we decided to head down the River 

Roach to Potton Creek. This creek is a well known and a well used anchorage point. We soon worked out the best 

place to anchor for the night and the appropriate amount of chain was let out to allow for the rise and fall of the tide. 

The trip was just under 18nm and had taken about three and a bit hours. Out came the orange juice along with some 

kite string, a jubilee clip for weight and a piece of ham as bait. Those crabs are dumb and it wasn't long before the 

saucepan was filling up. 

Great result, we woke the next morning without the anchor alarm having been activated, so after photographing 

dozens of seals, it was off to Fambridge, after having explored the River Roach. 

 

"Dover Coast Guard, We have a problem" 

 

With another epic car and train journey completed and the car safely at our home mooring, we were ready to depart 

from Fambridge on our way back towards the Thames. We caught most of the outgoing tide and headed back to  

Potton Creek for another overnight anchorage. Those dumb crabs still hadn't learnt their lesson! 

Next morning we departed for Queenborough, which is on the isle of Sheppey . This 

journey was to be a little risky, as we were going to take a short cut which would save us 

about 21nm. We continued down Potton Creek and soon came across the Havengore 

Bridge. A quick call on channel 72 alerted the Bridge keeper to our arrival. The  lift 

Bridge is the only road access to Foulness Island and is manned 2 hours either side of 

high water. I had taken the precaution of phoning the day before to check that passage 

would be possible, as transit is normally only allowed at weekends, due to the active 

military firing range at Shoeburyness. The bridge does also have a habit of breaking down.  

Once through the bridge we would need to cross the notorious Maplin Sands and with drying heights of up to 3.8 

metres and a high tide that day of only 4.8 metres, there was going to be very little water beneath us! The sands are 

in fact like concrete and I therefore, decided that it might be best to run on one engine and should we damage a 

propeller, there would still be another one available! I had found some useful information on the internet which had 

been written by some local yachtsman and this provided a possible route to take. Although the leg across the sands 

was only 4 miles long, it took nearly an hour and a quarter. The wind had picked up and the tide was turning, 

meaning shallower water which in turn, made the sea a little rough. It was a relief to get over the last part of the 

sands and into deeper water. It should all be plain sailing from here! 

 

We headed south to Medway no 2 buoy and then turned in a south westerly direction towards Sheerness.  

 
 
 
 



 
Crouch and Sea the Blackwater Part 2 

A story from “Harpagon” 
 

"Dover Coast Guard, we have a problem" was the strange distress call that we heard on channel 16 

I followed the conversation on another channel, as did others and it was soon clear that the yachtsman, who had 

made the call, was giving a prospective buyer a sea trial. Unfortunately, the wind had dropped and sailing was not 

possible but he had run out of diesel! He was also unable to give an accurate position as his GPS was unserviceable!  

North East of Sheerness was his best estimate and he was drifting without an anchor! 

A catamaran heading down the Thames and inbound to Queenborough had then offered to help saying that he would 

be with the distressed vessel in a few moments. The stricken vessel also put out an all ships call asking if anybody 

had any loose diesel, as he had  money onboard! 

Dover coast guard was satisfied that the emergency was being dealt with and the situation was then monitored by 

Medway VTS. 

Linda grabbed the binoculars and scanned the area trying to spot the stricken vessel. During the next half an hour 

several conversations took place between the two vessels and visual contact seemed to be a problem. We continued 

on our heading, when I spotted a yacht south east of Sheerness and only about half a mile from us. I turned towards 

him and called him on the VHF asking if he could confirm that I was heading for the correct vessel. "Have you got 

any loose diesel" he asked having confirmed that we were heading toward him. As he seemed to be drifting towards 

Sheppey, across a dangerous piece of water, we decided to get a move on and get him into tow as quickly as 

possible.  

The conditions were now very calm, so we decided to strap him alongside. The owner looked unconcerned, unlike 

the prospective buyer and his 9 year old daughter.  

With checks made to ensure that his yacht was seaworthy and that all aboard was safe and well, we set off. Medway 

VTS monitored our movements and then reported that they had a container ship due to leave its berth at Sheerness 

within the next half an hour, so we speeded up, to enable us to get passed their berth before they departed. 

During the next 20 minutes or so, the owner sat on his cabin roof next to our helm and explained to me that this was 

the second time that he had sent out a distress call and both were because he had run out of diesel!  He then 

announced how thirsty he was and he disappeared below deck only to immerge with two small bottles of beer, one 

of which was presented to his guest and the second was soon downed by him, as he perched back on his cabin roof. I 

would not consider drinking alcohol while in command at sea but how rude was he not to offer! 

 By this time he had already phoned a friend who would meet him at Queenborough with some diesel, so all we 

needed to do was find a vacant buoy in the Swale and let him do the rest. We edged him up to a buoy and he 

grabbed the tail and made fast. We left him and pointed out that we would be moored on the all tide landing should 

he need further help. An hour later and after his friend had delivered some diesel, they were on their way but 

without a wave or acknowledgement as they passed us! What a knob (did I say that out loud?)  Editors note: I think 

you were very restrained. 

 

A very pleasant afternoon was spent in the town of Queenborough but back to the boat early as a 06.15hrs departure 

was required the next morning for our trip back up the Thames to Teddington. Apart from the most awful wash 

around South dock and Limehouse which tossed us around like a cork, the rest of the journey was uneventful. A 

little more speed should have been used as we finished up punching the tide during the last half an hour of the 

journey. Safely through Teddington, at 15.30 hrs we headed towards Ye old Swan at Thames Ditton to celebrate our 

safe return. 

A week later and after a leisurely trip back up the freshwater Thames, we arrived back at our Pinkhill mooring. 

having completed 601.3 miles and 105 engine hours. 

 

Needless to say, if anyone is planning a similar trip and needs further details, please let me 

know. We know all the places that sell an amazing range of orange juice! 

 

       Tim Mountain  “Harpagon”   


